Abstract-We study the transmission over a cloud radio access network in which multiple base stations, acting as relay nodes, are connected to a central processor (CP) via error-free ratelimited backhaul links. We propose two lattice-based coding schemes. In the first scheme, each relay node decodes linear combinations of the users' messages in the spirit of computeand-forward (CoF), but departs from it essentially in that the decoded equations are remapped to equations on the users' input symbols, sent compressed in a lossy manner to the CP, and are not required to be linearly independent. The compression accounts for the correlation between equations at the relay nodes through Wyner-Ziv coding. Also, by opposition to the standard CoF, an appropriate multi-user decoder is utilized to recover the sent messages. The second scheme generalizes the first one by also allowing, at each relay node, a joint compression of the decoded equation on the users' input symbols and the received signal. Both schemes apply in general, but are especially suited for situations in which there are more users that relays. We show that both schemes can outperform standard CoF and successive WynerZiv schemes in certain regimes, and illustrate the gains through some numerical examples.
I. INTRODUCTION
T OGETHER with fading, interference is one of the most limiting factors against high data rate communication in networks. The cloud radio access network (CRAN) architecture is a network topology in which base stations are connected to a cloud-computing central processor (CP) via error-free finite capacity links. This architecture is generally seen as a candidate to alleviate the effect of interference and increase the spectral efficiency of the system, by enabling some joint processing at the CP of the signals received by the multiple base stations. Also, this network topology has some other appreciable features, such as low cost deployment of base stations and flexible network utilization.
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In a CRAN network, each base station essentially acts as a relay node; and, so, it can implement classic relaying schemes such as amplify-and-forward, decode-and-forward and compress-and-forward [3] , or more advanced forms such as compute-and-forward [4] and noisy network coding [5] . However, despite the ongoing effort, the optimal transmission strategy is still to be found.
Two particular schemes have attracted considerable attention for the uplink CRAN model, Successive Wyner-Ziv (SWZ) [6] - [12] and Compute-and-Forward (CoF) [13] , [14] . In SWZ, every relay node forwards a compressed version of its received signal. The CP decompresses the received signals successively, and decodes the users' messages in a centralized manner. The correlation between received signals at distinct relays is exploited via Wyner-Ziv source coding [15] , to reduce the backhaul requirements. The CoF scheme, in its standard form, requires each relay to decode one or more equations (with integer-valued coefficients) that relate the users' messages, and then send them (uncompressed) to the CP. The equations are required to be linearly independent so that, with enough of them, the CP can invert the linear system to recover the users' messages. The equation computation at each relay node can be seen as some form of signal denoising which can be advantageous at certain signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regimes. However, this generally results in limited sum-degrees-offreedom [16] (this limitation can be observed if one allows the available backhaul capacity to scale with the SNR). In general, none of CoF and SWZ outperforms the other in all regimes. The two schemes are combined to balance the information decoded centrally and distributedly in [17] ; resulting in a scheme that strictly outperforms the best of the two.
While SWZ has been studied in many setups [6] - [12] , the study of CoF for CRAN-type networks has focused on settings with more relays than users, whereby it is enough that each relay node decodes one equation (assuming the equations are linearly independent). Also, in these settings, the backhaul links are very often assumed to have identical capacities [13] , [14] . In more practical scenarios in which there are more users than relay nodes, straightforward variations of CoF can be made to apply, e.g., by requiring that at least some of the relay nodes compute and forward more than one equation each. However, this generally results in some performance degradation. Additional limitation can be caused if the backhaul links have asymmetric capacities. In this case, gains over the standard CoF can be obtained, e.g., by exploiting the redundancy between the computed equations at the users' messages level through compression as in [18] . For the 0090-6778 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
application and analysis of CoF for some related multiaccess models, see [19] and [20] and the references therein.
In this work, we propose two novel lattice-based coding schemes that utilize distributed lossy compression to exploit the redundancy in the decoded equations at the users' symbol level (as opposed to the users' messages in [18] ). Both schemes apply in general CRAN type topologies, i.e., for an arbitrary number of users and relay nodes and backhaul capacity, but are better suited to situations in which there are more user than relays and/or the backhaul is asymmetric.
In the first scheme, which we refer hereafter to as "quantized-compute-and-forward" (QCoF), each relay node first computes a single linear equation on the users' messages in the spirit of CoF. However, instead of forwarding it as is, like in standard CoF and its variants, the equation is first remapped to one on the users' input symbols, and then sent compressed to the CP -the compression is performed taking into account the side information that is available at the CP, i.e., through Wyner-Ziv compression. For the decoding, the CP first decompresses the equations and then decodes the users' messages successively with a multi-user decoder. The main advantage of QCoF over SWZ, can be seen, at high level, as that of denoising the relay's output before compressing it. Also, as every relay node is required to compute only one equation irrespective to the number of users, the scheme is more suited than the standard CoF to the typical situations in which there are more users than relays. Finally, since the computed equations need not be linearly independent, the relay nodes need not coordinate among them or through the CP, which makes it appreciable in practice. We mention, however, that in the specific case of equal number of users and relay nodes, in which the standard CoF scheme applies as is, none of our scheme QCoF and CoF outperforms the other in all regimes; and which scheme performs better depends on the system parameters.
In the second scheme, to which we refer as "jointlyquantized-compute-and-forward" (JQCoF), we generalize QCoF by allowing each relay node to compress not only the computed equation on the users' input signals but also its received signal, from which the equation has been computed. The compression is performed jointly, through multivariate Wyner-Ziv compression. This allows to trade-off appropriately the amount of pure information that is sent to the CP and the amount of output that is conveyed compressed to the CP. Computing equations on the users' input symbols (instead of ones that relate the user's information messages) and forwarding them compressed in 'analog form' is even more instrumental in this coding scheme. To see this, observe that in the standard CoF of [13] equations on the messages are statistically independent of the channel outputs at the relay nodes, due to the usually employed dither sequence or the so-called Crypto-Lemma [21, Lemma 6] . For this reason, mapping the computed equation on the users' messages into one on the users' input symbols (this is possible at the relay node; see., e.g., [22, Lemma 1] ) can be seen as a method to induce correlation with the channel output so as the joint compression be more efficient. This aspect was also exploited in [23] in a multihop compression setup, where it is observed that in-network processing can outperform routing.
We analyze the sum-rate offered by our coding schemes and show that the scheme QCoF outperforms the standard CoF and SWZ in certain regimes, while JQCoF outperforms strictly the best of SWZ and CoF in certain regimes. Since JQCoF generalizes SWZ it is also sum-degrees-of-freedom optimal. We illustrate the results through some numerical examples.
A. Outline and Notation
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the system model, and recall some basics on lattice coding. In Section III, we analyze the scheme QCoF; and in Section IV we analyze the scheme JQCoF, while in V we consider the sum-rate optimization. Finally, Section VI provides some numerical examples.
Throughout the paper we use the following notations. Lower case letters are used to denote scalars, e.g., x; upper case letters are used for random variables, e.g., X, boldface lower case letters are used to denote vectors, e.g., x; boldface upper case letters are used to denote matrices, e.g., X; calligraphic letters are used to denote sets, e.g., X . The cardinality of a set X is denoted by |X |. We use the notation E X [·] to denote the expectation of random variable over X, or E[·] if it is clear from the context. For integers i ≤ j , we define [i : j ] := {i, i + 1, . . . , j }. We denote by R + the positive real numbers, and by F p the finite field of size p, where p is always assumed to be prime. We denote the transpose of a a vector x by x T and similarly for matrices, e.g., X T , and by diag(·) the operator that given a vector x generates a diagonal matrix with the elements of x in its diagonal, or a block diagonal matrix if applied on a set of square matrices, e.g., diag(X 1 , . . . , X K ). We denote by [X] j,k the element in row j and column k of matrix X, by I n the identity matrix of size n and define log + (·) max{0, log(·)}. Finally, logarithms are taken to base 2.
II. SYSTEM MODEL We consider an uplink cloud radio access network (CRAN) model in which L single-antenna user equipments (UEs) communicate with a central processor (CP) through K singleantenna relays, connected to the CP via an error-free finitecapacity backhaul link of capacity C k , as shown in Figure 1 . the CP. The message w l is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the prime-size finite field F k l p . The rate of each message is given by R l = k l /n log p. We assume that the messages are zero padded to have a common length k max l k l . To transmit w l , UE l uses an encoder f l : F k p → R 1×n to map the message w l into a length-n channel input sequence
The encoding is subjected to an average power constraint,
The channel output at relay k, k = 1 . . . , K , is given by
where
is the vector of channel 1 coefficients from the users to relay k, h k,l denotes the channel coefficient from user l to relay k;
T ∈ R L×n and z k is the length-n additive ambient noise sequence at BS k, whose elements are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit variance , i.e., z k (t) ∼ N (0, 1). To relay its information, relay k maps the channel output y k into an index
and forwards it to the CP on the pipe. The CP collects all the indices {J 1 , . . . , J K } and estimates the users' messages {w 1 , . . . , w L } using a decoding function g : [1 : 
In the rest of this paper, we develop two lattice-based coding schemes and analyze the rate tuples that they achieve.
A. Basics on Lattice Coding
The proposed schemes are based on nested lattice codes. To simplify the exposition later, we provide the following standard definitions which can be found, e.g., in [24] . A lattice is a discrete subgroup of R n characterized by = {λ = Gc : c ∈ Z n }, where G ∈ R n×n is the lattice generator matrix. We denote by V the fundamental Voronoi region of lattice . Also, for x ∈ R n , let Q (x) be the nearest neighbor lattice point to x, i.e., Q (x) = arg min t∈ x − t . The modulo operation with respect to (w.r.t.) lattice is defined as
The second moment of is given by σ 2 ( ) 
A nested lattice codebook can be represented by a pair of nested n-dimensional lattices c ⊆ f , and is formed by the set of all points of the fine lattice f within the Voronoi region V c of the coarse lattice c , i.e., C = f ∩ V c . The rate of this nested lattice
Nested lattice codebooks can be constructed by selecting pairs of lattices from a sequence of nested lattices
III. QUANTIZED COMPUTE-AND-FORWARD
In this section, we describe our first scheme, denoted by Quantized-Compute-and-Forward (QCoF). A block diagram of this scheme is shown in Figure 2 .
A. Coding Scheme and Achievable Rate
First, we summarize the main idea of the scheme QCoF. In the spirit of [4] , every relay computes a linear combination (with integer-valued coefficients) of the users' messages. Instead of forwarding it to the CP (uncompressed or compressed as in [18] ), the relay first maps this computed equation into one that relates the users input codewords (which is possible using [22, Lemma 1] ). Then, the relays sends a lossy compressed version of this equation to the CP, taking into account the correlation with equations at other relay nodes through Wyner-Ziv compression. Computing an equation on the users' input symbols can be seen as some form of 'signal denoising' of the channel output before compression. This aspect was also observed, and used, in [23] in a multihop scenario to show that in-network processing can outperform routing.
More precisely, let
. . , K , denote the integer coefficients of the equation on the users' messagesv k computed at relay k as done in [4] . Relay k uses its channel output y k to map this equation into one, s k = a k X, that relates the input symbols from the users. (See below or [22] for the details of this step). Because of the ratelimitation on the link that connects it to the CP, relay k sends a quantized version of s k to the CP using Wyner-Ziv [15] , i.e., utilizing the previously decompressed equations as side information at the CP. Let λ k be the description of s k as produced by relay k. The compression index associated with λ k is sent to the CP over the pipe of capacity C k . The CP collects all the compression indices and decompresses the compressed equations as {ŝ 1 , . . . ,ŝ K }, utilizing at each decompression step the signals already decompressed as side information. Finally, the users' messeges {w 1 , . . . , w L } are decoded successively with a successive interference cancellation decoder. 2 Note that, as opposed to the standard CoF of [4] , due to the modified receiver, the computed equations need not be linearly independent, nor there should be as many unknown symbols as equations in general. See the comments in Section III-B.
The following theorem provides the rate tuples achievable by QCoF for the Gaussian CRAN model of Figure 1 .
Theorem 1: For a set of integer-valued equation coefficients
A = [a T 1 , . . . , a T K ] T ,
not necessarily full rank, the rate tuples
where the computational rate, R co (h, a, SNR), is defined as
and g ll are the diagonal terms of the unique lower triangular matrix G satisfying the Cholesky decomposition [4] and [26] . Let B ∈ R n×n be the generator matrix of lattice , scaled such that σ 2 ( ) = SNR. Then, let the function g : F p → Z denote the map between the prime-sized finite field F p and the corresponding subset of integers {0, 1, 2, . . . , p − 1}. We use g −1 : Z → F p to denote its inverse. We assume that g or g −1 are applied element-wise to vectors and matrices. The fine lattices are constructed as follows. Let G ∈ F n×k p be a random matrix with i.i.d. elements uniformly drawn over F p . Let G l be the first k l columns of
These lattices are good for both AWGN and MSE [26] . Also, we let σ 2 ( l ) = σ 2 l (1+δ n ), for some σ 2 l > 0 whose choice will be given below, and δ n → 0 as n increases. We form a set of codebooks
Mapping φ is invertible, and w l can be recovered from Lemma 5] . These lattice codebooks are used for the transmission from the users. Similarly, let {( r k , r q,k )} K k=1 be K pairs of n-dimensional nested lattices satisfying r k ⊆ r q,k , forming a set of codebooks {L r k } K k=1 of rates R r 1 , . . . , R r K and elements denoted by {λ k }. These nested lattice pairs are based on Construction A as above and are good for AWGN and MSE. Also, we let the second moments be chosen such that
eff,q,k , where σ 2,r eff,q,k and σ 2,r eff,k are parameters whose choices will be given below. We use codebook L r k , k = 1, . . . , K , for the compression at relay k .
2) User Transmission at UE l: At UE l, message w l , of rate R l , is mapped into a lattice point t l (w l ) ∈ L l and the channel input is generated as
where u l is a dither uniformly distributed over the Voronoi region V of . Note that E[|x l | 2 ] = nσ 2 ( ) = nSNR and that x l is independent of t l (w l ) since u l is uniformly distributed over V due to the Crypto-Lemma [21, Lemma 6].
3) Equation Decoding at Relay k: Equation decoding
at the relays is done similarly to CoF in [4] . Define
Relay k decodes an integer linear combination of the transmitted messages from the observation y k , defined as v k [a k T] mod . Relay k scales the received signal with β k and computes
where the effective noise is defined as z eff,k
Let l * (k) be the finest lattice involved in equation v k with coefficients a k , where l * (k) max{l : a k,l = 0}. Then, the relay produces an estimate for v k by quantizingỹ k with the lattice quantizer associated to l * (k) , aŝ 
The right hand side (RHS) of (9) is maximized by minimizing the variance of the effective noise (7), i.e., by selecting β k as the minimum mean square error (MMSE) coefficient given by
4) Equation Remapping
: Given the decoded equationv k and the received signal y k , relay k mapsv k to an equation on the users' input symbols s k = a k X, by calculating [22, Lemma 1],
For sufficiently large n, the probability of error in mapping, i.e., Pr{s k = a k X}, is arbitrarily small, provided
5) Lossy Compression at Relay k:
Relay k compresses s k at rate C k and forwards the compression codeword λ k to the CP as follows. Signal s k is added a dither u r k , uniformly distributed over the Voronoi region of r k , V r k , and quantized to the nearest fine lattice point in r q,k . Then modulo reduction over the coarse lattice r k is applied to obtain λ k :
where z r eq,k (s k + u r k ) mod r q,k is the quantization noise with variance σ 2 ( r q,k ), and it is uniformly distributed over V r q,k and independent of s k . Relay k forwards the codeword λ k ∈ L r k to the CP over the finite-capacity link. This transmission is successful as long as the rate of L r k is below the rate of the link, i.e.,
Inequality (16) 
eff,q,k , and δ n → 0, δ n > 1/2 log(1 + δ n ), where
is the MMSE obtained if s k is estimated using a linear estimator from the k − 1 reconstructionsŝ The CP decompresses s k as follows. Assume that k − 1 sequencesŝ
T have already been reconstructed. As shown below, the successfully reconstructedŝ k is equivalent toŝ k = s k + z r eq,k . Then, the CP computes an effective side information sequences k with a linear estimate of s k with coefficients γ k ∈ R 1×k−1 as
eq,k ] T has variance k . The CP reconstructs s k with λ k and the effective side information sequences k , by computing: Lemma 8] , the density ofs k can be upper bounded (times a constant) by the density of an i.i.d. zero mean Gaussian vectors * k whose variance σ 2,r eff,k approaches that ofs k as n → ∞. Since r k is AWGN good, the probability of error
} decays to zero exponentially in n, as long as the volume to noise ratio satisfies μ( r k , r k ) > 2πe. If this occurs, the probability of decompression error Pr{s k / ∈ V ( r k )} also decays to zero exponentially in n. From the definition of the normalized second moment, we have
Since r k are good for MSE quantization, i.e., G( r k ) → 1/2πe, for sufficiently large n decompression is successful
eff,k , and we have
where (23) follows since z r eq,k is independent of s k ands k and since 1/nE[ z r eq 2 ] = σ 2 ( r k ); (24) follows since Z r eq,k−1 and X are independent, and since 1/nE[XX T ] = SNRI.
Substituting (24) in (16) we observe that the range of feasible σ 2 ( r q,k ) in (26) is enlarged by choosing γ k in (19) as the optimal linear MMSE estimator, i.e.,
which can be found as
Then, (16) is given as
Finally,ŝ 1 , . . . ,ŝ K are successfully decompressed at the CP since (26) holds for k = 1, . . . , K due to the choice (18).
7) Decoding at the CP With Successive Interference Cancellation:
The K decompressed sequences {ŝ 1 , . . . ,ŝ K } can be modeled asŜ = AX + Z r eff,K . Note that the channel noise Z has been removed, i.e., the signal has been denoised.
The CP applies successive interference cancellation in order to recover all the transmitted messages [27] , [28] . First, the CP performs linear MMSE estimation of X fromŜ asX = Ŝ , using the optimal linear MMSE filter
Then, for the MMSE error E ( A − I)X + Z r eff , the CP computes the unique Cholesky decomposition of its covariance matrix, K E = SNR(GG T ) −1 , where GG T is given as in (4), and G is a lower triangular matrix with strictly positive diagonal entries. The estimated symbols are distributed asX
where N is an equivalent white noise with covariance I. The CP decodes the messages {w 1 , . . . , w L } successively, by decoding {t 1 , . . . , t L } starting from t 1 . To decode t 1 , the CP gets the estimation from the first column of ,x 1 = γ (1)Ŝ , and computeŝ
Similarly to (8), a decoding error occurs if the effective noise lies outside the Voronoi region of 1 . Since the effective noise observed satisfies σ 2,sic
SNR(g 2 11 ) −1 , the probability of error in decoding decays to zero exponentially in n if
If t 1 is successfully decoded, the CP estimates n 1 aŝ
where (c.d.) holds if there is no estimation error. An error in estimating the effective noise, i.e., Pr[n 1 =n 1 ] occurs if n 1 lies outside the Voronoi region of . Note that successful estimation occurs with high probability for large n since g 11 √ SNRn 1 ∈ V k ⊆ V . Then, the CP usesn 1 to reduce the noise and recovers t 2 similarly to t 1 by applying
Iterating this process, since the effective noise observed for each lattice codeword t l is σ 2,sic eff,l = SNR(g 2 ll ) −1 , each t l can be decoded successively provided
Once {t 1 , . . . , t L } have been decoded, the CP recovers the messages
Finally, by the union bound, it follows that for sufficiently large n, the probability of error Pr{(ŵ 1 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
B. Comments
The scheme QCoF shares some elements with the standard CoF of [4] , and with SWZ [6] - [12] . The following remarks highlight these connections.
Remark 1: The procedure of computing, at each relay node, an equation s k that relates the users' input symbols (instead of one that relates the users' information messages) can, at a high level, be seen as some form of (partial) denoising of the received signal at that relay node prior to the compression.
Compared to the SWZ of [6] - [12] 
IV. JOINTLY QUANTIZED COMPUTE-AND-FORWARD
In this section, we describe our second scheme, denoted as Jointly-Quantized-Compute-and-Forward (JQCoF), which is a generalization of QCoF and SWZ.
A. Coding Scheme and Achievable Sum-Rate
The main idea of the scheme JQCoF is as follows. Like in QCoF, each relay computes an equation that relates the users' input symbols. However, as opposed to the scheme QCoF, here each relay compresses not only the computed equation but also its output signal, from which the equation has been obtained. Compression is applied taking into account possible correlations with equations and output signals at other relay nodes through multivariate Wyner-Ziv coding. In addition to 'signal denoising', here computing an equation on the users' input symbols also induces a larger correlation with the output at the relay, which makes the joint compression more efficient.
More specifically, relay k, k = 1, . . . , K , obtains s k = a k X as in QCoF. Then, it compresses jointly the vector
where y k denotes its received signal, in the spirit of the multivariate SWZ compression of [7] and [9] . That is, at relay k, the vector sequence θ k is linearly combined into vector sequence r k (see below for more details on this step). Then, its components, r k,1 and r k,2 , are quantized independently. Let λ k,1 and λ k,2 be the description of r k,1 and r k,2 , respectively, as produced by relay k. The available rate C k of the errorfree link is allocated between the two descriptions and the corresponding indices sent to the CP. The CP collects all the indices and reconstructs the compressed signals successively as {ŝ 1 ,ŷ 1 , . . . ,ŝ k ,ŷ k }, utilizing at each decompression step the signals already decompressed as side information. Finally, the users' messages {w 1 , . . . , w L } are decoded successively with a successive interference cancellation decoder, in a way that is essentially similar to with the scheme QCoF.
The following theorem provides the rate tuples achievable by JQCoF for the Gaussian CRAN model of Figure 1 . 
where g ll are the diagonal terms of triangular matrix G from the unique Cholesky decomposition
and U k and
from the singular value decomposition (SVD) of matrix
Outline of Proof:
For reasons of brevity, we describe only the steps in which JQCoF differs from QCoF. The remaining steps are similar to in the previous section.
1) Nested Lattice Codebook Construction:
l > 0 whose choice will be given below, and δ n → 0 as n increases. Form the set of nested codebooks
with L l = k ∩V and rates R 1 , . . . , R L with elements denoted by {t l }.
Similarly, let {( r k,1 , r q,k, j )} K k=1 , j = 1, 2, be 2K pairs of n-dimensional lattices satisfying r k, j ⊆ r q,k, j and forming two sets of codebooks {L r k, j } K k=1 , j = 1, 2, of rates R r k,1 , . . . , R r K , j and elements {λ k, j }. We let the second moment be chosen such that
The choice of this parameters is justified below.
2) User Transmission at UE l: UE l maps message w l into the channel input x l = [t l (w l ) + u l ] mod , as in (6).
3) Equation Decoding at Relay k:
At relay k lattice equation v k [a k T] mod with integer coefficients a k is decoded as in Section III. Thus decoding is successful provided (11) holds.
4) Equation Remapping
: At relay k,v k is remapped to s k as in Section III, and is successful under the same conditions. 
5) Joint Compression at Relay k: Relay k compresses the two signals
Relay k compresses the components of
, is the quantization noise with variance σ 2 ( r q,k, j ), uniformly distributed over the Voronoi region of r q,k, j and independent of r k, j . Then, the relay k forwards the index of λ k,1 , λ k,2 to the CP over the finite-capacity link. The available rate C k has to be shared between the two descriptions, and since
6) Successive Decompression at CP: After receiving the compression codewords (λ 1, j , . . . , λ K , j ), j = 1, 2, the CP successively reconstructs the transformed components {r 1 , . . . , r 1 } as {r 1 , . . . ,r K } starting fromr 1 . To reconstruct r k , the signals already reconstructed {r 1 , . . . ,r k−1 } are used as side information available at the CP. Then, eachθ k is reconstructed fromr k asθ k = U krk . As shown below, the reconstructed signals r k andθ k can be modeled aŝ
is a whitened noise which has covariance matrix
T , is the quantization noise and has covariance matrix diag(η k,1 , η k,2 ) −1 ; and Z r,eff k
T , is the transformed quantization noise, which has covariance matrix k as in (38).
To decompressesr k , the CP computes the effective side informationr k by linearly combining the k − 1 decompressed sequencesr
1 , where γ k is the linear MMSE estimator of r k (t) given r k−1
where r,k
The addition of the Gaussian noiseñ k and whitenning through C n − 1 2 is to relate the problem to the multivariate SWZ model studied in [7] and [9] , as discussed later. However, in general this is not required.
Due to the orthonormality of matrix U k , we have
is defined as in (39) and corresponds to the MMSE error matrix of estimating θ k from {θ 1 , . . . ,θ k−1 } with the linear MMSE estimator. The decompression of r k, j is done, similarly to (20) , aŝ
where equality (c.d.) in (50) holds as long as decompression is successful. An error occurs whenr k, j (r k, j −r k, j ) + z r k, j lies outside the Voronoi region of r k, j . Similarly to (20) , the probability of error r k, j
where σ 2,r eff,k, j is the variance of an i.i.d. zero mean Gaussian vector whose variance σ 2,r eff,k approaches that of (r k, j −r k, j ) + z r k, j as n → ∞. Note that (51) holds due to (40), since
where (53) follows since z r k, j is independent of r k, j andr k, j ; (54) follows from (49); (55) follows from (39) and since U T k U k = I due to the orthonormality of the eigenvectors. Note that by transforming r k as in (42), the error covariance matrix
is diagonalized, as in the sum-rate maximizing quantization noise in the multivariate Successive Wyner Ziv utilizing Gaussian test channels in [7] and [9] . 
The CP computes the unique Cholesky decomposition of the MMSE error matrix, K E = SNR(GG T ) −1 , where GG T is given as in (37). and G is a lower triangular matrix with strictly positive diagonal entries. Applying the successive interference cancellation decoding as in QCoF, each t l and associated message w l can be successively decoded provided
where the effective noise observed for each lattice codeword t l is found as σ 2,sic eff,l = SNR(g 2 ll ) −1 . Then, the CP recovers the users messages from {t 1 , . . . , t L }.
Finally, by the union bound, it follows that for sufficiently large n the probability of error Pr{(ŵ 1 , . . . ,ŵ L ) = (w 1 , . . . , w L )} can be made arbitrarily small provided (11), (45) and (57), are satisfied. Note that similarly to QCoF, (11) and (57) 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
B. Comments
The scheme JQCoF generalizes both SWZ and QCoF. The next remarks highlight this. 
V. SUM-RATE OPTIMIZATION AND EQUATION SELECTION
In this section, we consider the maximization of the sumrate achievable by JQCoF and QCoF. Using Theorem 2, the sum-rate optimization for JQCoF can be formulated as
where {g ll } are the diagonal elements of the matrix G satisfying (37) and {λ 1,k , λ 2,k } are the eigenvalues obtained from the SVD of matrix (39). Similarly, the sum-rate optimization for QCoF, R QCoF sum , can be obtained from Theorem 1, as an optimization problem over A and r, in which {g ll } in (59c) are the diagonal elements of the matrix G satisfying (4), and the constraint (59d) is removed since the quantization noise is determined explicitly from (18) .
The optimization problem (59a)-(59e) is a mixed integer non-linear problem, which is in general difficult to solve using standard techniques. In order to select the integer-coefficients A that maximize R JQCoF sum , and R QCoF sum , one can consider either of the following two possible solutions.
1) Exhaustive Search:
In this case, the search space can by limited by considering only those rows of A for which the RHS of (59b) is non-zero. This leads to integer-coefficients which satisfy a k 2 ≤ 1+SNR h k 2 . In this manner, the complexity of exhaustive search can be reduced. However, it remains generally prohibitive, especially for high SNR values. For each fixed A, (59a)-(59e) is solved as a convex optimization problem over η 1 ∈ R K + and r ∈ R L + , and r ∈ R L + for JQCoF and just r ∈ R L + for QCoF, which can be solved very efficiently.
2) Approximate Solution: Note that the RHS of (59c) depends on the selected integer-coefficients vector a k (implicitly, through the diagonal elements {g ll }). The joint optimization of the RHS of (59b) and the RHS of (59c) is not easy in general. In this method, we select {a k } so as to maximize the RHS of (59b) only (and then evaluate the RHS of (59c) using the found set of integer coefficients). This can be performed using the well known Lenstra-LenstraLováz (LLL) algorithm, which has many efficient implementations, e.g., [14] , as follows. Let
be a Cholesky decomposition. The computational rate in (59b) can be written as
The RHS of (60) is maximized by finding a k as the shortest lattice point of the L dimensional lattice spanned by F T k as follows. Apply the LLL algorithm F T k to find the reduced matrix
Then, choose a k as the row ofÃ k with the smallest norm. Then, for each fixed A, (59a)-(59d) is a convex problem which can be efficiently solved. Note that this method ignores the effect of A in the compression and centralized decoding captured by (59d). problem over (r, η 1 , η 2 ) . Here, we propose an approximate solution to the quantizaiton noises (η 1 , η 2 ) by solving the relaxed sum-rate optimization problem in which constraints (59c) are removed, based on the following observation. At relay k, after remapping v k to s k the observed signal to compress is (a k X, y k ). Thus, the problem is that of the sumrate optimization for multivariate SWZ problem studied in [7] and [9] , if (a k X, y k ) were Gaussian. Next proposition shows that the same noise allocation as in [9] can be utilized.
Proposition 1: A feasible solution for the quantization noises in the sum-rate problem is (59a)-(59e) given by
with μ > 0 chosen to satisfy
proof: We show that, although (a k X, y k ) are not Gaussian distributed, the sum-rate optimization problem (59a) and (59c)-(59e), coincides with that in [9, Eq. (6)]. To see this, let us consider an i. 
and
Then, it is easy to see that the optimization problem (59a) and (59c)-(59e) can be written as given in [9, Eq. (6)]. VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS In this section, we provide some numerical examples that illustrate the average sum-rates obtained using QCoF and JQCoF. We consider several CRAN examples with L users and K relays and channel coefficients distributed as h l,k ∼ N (0, 1). We average the achievable sum-rates over 2000 channel realizations. We also consider the SWZ of [9] and CoF of [4] and variations of it. The schemes are compared among them, and also to the following cut-set upper bound Figure 3 depicts the evolution of the sum-rate as a function of the backhaul capacity C (in this case, C 1 = · · · = C K = C), for SNR = 5dB in a CRAN network with L = 3 users and K = 2 relays. We consider a variation of CoF of [4] in which one of the two relays decodes two equations. As it can be seen from the figure, our scheme QCoF outperforms CoF for all C values, since it requires less equation computations, and SWZ for moderate C values due to its denoising capabilities. The scheme JQCoF performs better than all the other schemes. This is line with Remark 4, since JQCoF can balance its performance between QCoF and SWZ. It is seen that the sum-rate of both QCoF and CoF saturates as the backhaul capacity C increases, while for SWZ and JQCoF the sumrate approaches the cut-set bound. This follows since for large C values, the compression noise becomes negligible and the CP can decode as if the signals at the relays were available to it. However, the performance of CoF and QCoF is limited since part of the signal is not extracted at each relay by computing the equations, as discussed in Remark 6. Also note that both CoF and QCoF schemes saturate at a different sum-rate value. Figure 3 also shows the sum-rate of the suboptimal implementations of QCoF and JQCoF, denoted by QCoF-LLL and JQCoF-LLL respectively, in which the integer coefficients are found using the LLL algorithm as explained above. Interestingly, both QCoF-LLL and JQCoF-LLL have the same performance. However, while the scheme QCoF-LLL achieves a performance close to that of QCoF, this is not the case for JQCoF-LLL and JQCoF. Figure 4 shows upper and lower bounds on the average sum-rate in a CRAN with L = 3 and K = 2, in the case in which the backhaul capacity scales logarithmicaly with the SNR as C = log(1 + SNR). Our scheme QCoF outperforms the variation of CoF for all SNR values and the scheme SCF-Q of [18] , while JQCoF achieves the best performance among the considered schemes. Observe that, as opposed to CoF and QCoF, JQCoF is sum-DoF optimal. Figure 5 shows similar curves for a CRAN with equal number of users and relays, L = K = 2, in the case in which the backhaul capacity scales logarithmicaly with the SNR as C i = 1/2 log(1 +0.25g 2 i SNR), where g i ∼ N (0, 1) as in [18] . Our scheme QCoF-LLL outperforms standard CoF, in which each relay decodes one equation, and the modified CoF of [18] denoted by SCF-Q, over all SNR values, while JQCoF outperforms all the schemes. Figure 6 shows the sum-rate achieved in a CRAN with L = K = 2, C = 1/2 log(1 + 0.25SNR) and a channel with integer coefficients H = [−1, 1; −1, 1]. The greedy LLL algorithm of QCoF-LLL decodes the equations a 1 = a 2 = [−1, 1], i.e., A is not full rank; and, nevertheless, the scheme achieves relatively close to the cut-set bound. With the standard CoF, however, the LLL algorithm selects the same equations, and so this scheme does not achieve any positive rate. (Note, however, that non-negative rates are possible through the standard CoF if, e.g., one relay node computes the equation with coefficients a 1 = [−1, 1] and the other relay node computes one with coefficients a 2 = [1, 0]).
